Position: Design Engineers

Location: Vastra Gotaland region, SWEDEN

Are you interested to work in Sweden as Design Engineer?

Work tasks and responsibilities:
- Developing and designing vehicle components as required
- Supported designing staff in preparing layouts for engine
- Design of structural, mechanical and architectural drawings of automotive parts
- Construct and assemble assembly packages for design

Qualifications and skills (desired profile):
- Highly experienced as a Design Engineer (minimum 2 years)
- Extensive knowledge of mechanical and electro-mechanical systems and applications
- Experience from interior, exterior, body, closure, thermal, chassis - is preferred
- Good understanding of standard automotive design engineering / requirements of automobile industry
- Good knowledge working with Unigraphics NX
- Good communications skills
- Good English level in speech and writing

We Offer:
- Competitive compensation and benefits package
- Positive work environment
- Challenging tasks and opportunities to develop
- Good life balance

For further information:
- About the company: www.advantek.pt
- Email: job@advantek.pt or Phone: Luísa Martins +351 915 343 199

Application:
Please send a cover letter and your CV in English to eures-sweden@iefp.pt asap before 15th February 2020